
Alpha Box & Dice 
CRASH COURSE

What even is an “Alpha Box & Dice”?

Alpha Box & Dice embarks on a unique premise – making an 
Alphabet of Wine. 

We aren’t quite there yet - we’re up to 21.

This concept makes up the ‘Alpha’ part of our name 
(hint: it’s short for Alphabet).

Every wine in our Alphabet has their own unique personality and identity. 
No two wines are made alike, we try and break new ground and experiment 

with region, variety and style.

Hence, as the old Aussie saying goes, we are embarking on “the whole box 
and dice” of winemaking (this is the ‘Box & Dice’ bit).

This is our “Alphabet of Wine”

It is made using small batch, minimal intervention and vegan friendly 
methods. While the grapes might from all over the Fleurieu 

Peninsula and South Australia, the wine is made at our winery in 
McLaren Vale. 

As you can see, we haven’t finished the alphabet yet – it’s a work in prog-
ress. We’re in no rush either – we are really fussy about the wines that 

we make and making sure they fit the project perfectly. 

We work with artists all over the world to create artwork for our labels, 
fitting the brief of the wine and the project that we’re creating. A lot of 

thought goes into each wine that we make. A. LOT. 



Where can I see this “Alphabet of Wine”?

This is our Cellar Door at 8 Olivers Rd, McLaren Vale, South Australia. 

Who makes this “Alphabet of Wine”?

Apart from Sam, AB&D have a team behind the scenes dedicated to making 
sure AB&D wines are accessible in the best places around the world. We 
focus on high quality bars, restaurants and bottle shops... essentially 

places where we would like to eat, drink and shop also. 

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

Follow us at @alphaboxdice on Instagram, Facebook and Twitter and sign 
up to our super fun newlsetter at alphaboxdice.com – or drop us a line 

at i@alphaboxdice.com. Chat soon!
--

AB&D

This is Sam Berketa.

Handsome, isn’t he? 

Sam is AB&D’s
 Head Winemaker.

We think he’s pretty good at it.

Sam helps guide AB&D wines from grape to lips, 
working in the vineyards with our growers all 
year round to make sure we have access to the 

best of the best fruit and varietals.

@alphaboxdice      #alphaboxdice     alphaboxdice.com 
8 olivers rd, mclaren vale

If you’re in the area, 
pop on in! We’re open 

every day.

 If you’re not, look out 
for AB&D in your area. 
We’re exporting to over 
20 countries now, so 

chances are there’s AB&D 
somewhere nearby!


